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Detecting Facial Features  

With  

Linear Programming 

 

Abstract 

Detecting facial features (e.g. eye corners) on images is an important task for many computer vision 

applications like face recognition, facial expression recognition, tracking, and 3D face modeling from 2D 

images [1]. Some of the current methods to detect facial keypoints are based on sophisticated classifiers 

[2]. This project proposes a purely data-driven approach based on template matching. The novelty of 

this method is finding a final template which will be a linear combination of other templates.  

 

1. Introduction 

The underlying theory behind template matching suggests that to recognize an object is necessary to 

associate it with an object that has been previously seen. If we want to detect an object in an image, we 

compare a template, which models that object, with different blocks of the image. Ideally, the similarity 

between an image block and the template will be high if the object appears in the block, and low if the 

object does not appear in the block. These comparisons can be done with different distance metrics. 

Some of the most commonly used functions are the following: 

• Sum of absolute differences (SAD). It sums the absolute values of the differences between each 

pixel in the image block and each pixel in the template. This is the L
1
 norm.  

 

• Sum of squared differences (SSD). It sums the squared values of the differences between each 

pixel in the image block and each pixel in the template. This is the L
2
 norm. 
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• Cross-correlation. Also known as sliding dot product, cross

convolution. Whereas convolution involves reversing the template

multiplying by the block image

reversing). 

• Normalized cross-correlation

block and the template by subtracting their means and dividing by their standard deviation.

Other more sophisticate matching functions

The following figure illustrates the overall process of template matching.

 

Given a search are in an image (section compressed in the red rectangle) and a template, we apply a 

matching function which will indicate the 

template. Ideally, the global maximum of the curve formed by all the similarity values will provide the 

position of the interest point (green cross).
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Also known as sliding dot product, cross-correlation is very similar to the 

convolution involves reversing the template, then shifting it and 

the block image, correlation only involves shifting it and multiply

correlation. It is the same as the cross-correlation but it normalizes the image 

block and the template by subtracting their means and dividing by their standard deviation.

Other more sophisticate matching functions can be found in [10, 11, 12, 13]. 

The following figure illustrates the overall process of template matching. 

Given a search are in an image (section compressed in the red rectangle) and a template, we apply a 

matching function which will indicate the degree of similarity of each one of the image pixels with the 

template. Ideally, the global maximum of the curve formed by all the similarity values will provide the 

position of the interest point (green cross). 
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is very similar to the 

, then shifting it and 

, correlation only involves shifting it and multiplying (no 

 

correlation but it normalizes the image 

block and the template by subtracting their means and dividing by their standard deviation. 

 

 

Given a search are in an image (section compressed in the red rectangle) and a template, we apply a 

degree of similarity of each one of the image pixels with the 

template. Ideally, the global maximum of the curve formed by all the similarity values will provide the 
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Choosing the proper matching function as well as the template are fundamental steps to correctly 

detect an interest point. In the same way as in the functions domain, a template can be decomposed 

into a series of bases (Bi) and their coefficients (��) as follows: 

   ������	� 
  ��� � ��� � ��� � � �  ��� 

The following sections will explain how to estimate each one of these parameters for the detection of 

facial features. Throughout the whole examples, the goal is to detect one of the eye corners, which is a 

an important interest point for many Computer Vision techniques such as expression recognition, face 

tracking or 3D face modeling from 2D images. 

 

 

2. Finding the basis 

By definition, a basis is a set of vectors which linear combination can represent any vector in a certain 

vector space. In the particular case of eye corner detection, a feasible basis would be all the eyes 

needed to be able to generate any kind of eye of the real world. 

Intuitively, we could use all the eyes of a training database as the basis for our template. However, there 

are significant similarities between eyes of different people and a large number of bases would be very 

similar. In addition, we want to obtain the minimum number of required bases in order to represent all 

of the possible eyes. To meet these objectives, we have used the combination of PCA [3] and K-Means. 

 Given a number of clusters, K-means groups similar images by minimizing the distance between the 

images to one of the K clusters. However, calculating these distances can be very computationally costly 

due to the high dimensionality degree of the images (an image of X by Y pixels is represented by a vector 

of X*Y dimensions). Therefore, before performing clustering, we reduced the dimensionality of the 

images by subtracting the mean of each pixel and projecting them to the most relevant eigenvectors of 

their covariance matrices (i.e. Principal Component Analysis), which retains the image characteristics 

that contribute most to their variance. After performing clustering, the basis of the final template was 

formed by the averages of the images of each one of the clusters. Therefore we obtained as many bases 

as number of clusters (K).  
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The following figure illustrates the overall process of selecting the bas

 

As it can be seen and as we could

database (e.g. slanting eyes, eyes closed, eyes with glasses)

Alternatively, we could have used the 

energy (99%) was represented by 

template. 
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illustrates the overall process of selecting the basis: 

could have expected, there is a base for each eye type 

eyes, eyes closed, eyes with glasses). 

Alternatively, we could have used the set of bases obtained by PCA [4, 5]. Nevertheless, 

resented by few bases which offered few degrees of freedom to 
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type that exists in the 

Nevertheless, almost all the 

degrees of freedom to define the final 
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3. Finding the coefficients

Conceptually, the coefficients are the weights associated to each one of the bases. 

correct values, we can observe that the result of 

template, is the same as the linear combination of the results 

the same image and the template base

However, this relationship is not true for matching function

since  cannot be factored. For this project, we used the correlation without normalization.

Given the previous observation and knowing that we would lik

the interest point is located, we can establish that 

have to satisfy the following linear objective function:

where Pi,j is the result of performing the 

and y are the indexes for all the pixels of 

threshold2 are two arbitrary lower

(points that do not satisfy the constraint

to outliers (this is motivated by how Support Vector Machines handle o

from the formulas, this is an optimization problem which

format. In particular, we found the coefficients 
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Finding the coefficients 

Conceptually, the coefficients are the weights associated to each one of the bases. In order to find the 

that the result of applying template matching between an image and a 

template, is the same as the linear combination of the results of applying template matching bet

the same image and the template bases. This process can be seen in the figure below: 

However, this relationship is not true for matching functions such as SAD and normalized correlation 

not be factored. For this project, we used the correlation without normalization.

and knowing that we would like to obtain a global maximum where in 

, we can establish that the coefficients for each template 

have to satisfy the following linear objective function: 

is the result of performing the template matching between the image j and the template 

are the indexes for all the pixels of P,  is the weighting factor for the base

lower-boundaries,  is the slack variable that allows to accept outliers 

(points that do not satisfy the constraints) for the base i, and C is a parameter that defines the

(this is motivated by how Support Vector Machines handle outliers [6]). 

his is an optimization problem which can be transformed to a linear programming

found the coefficients by using the Simplex algorithm [7, 8].  
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In order to find the 

template matching between an image and a 

template matching between 

 

 

such as SAD and normalized correlation 

not be factored. For this project, we used the correlation without normalization. 

e to obtain a global maximum where in 

the coefficients for each template  will 

 

 

 

and the template i, x 

the base i, threshold1 and 

is the slack variable that allows to accept outliers 

parameter that defines the tolerance 

. As it can be seen 

linear programming 
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Graphically, the objective function could be 

where the green points of the first equation represent the neighbor area 

points indicate the surroundings of the 

the previous area. As it can be observed, each one of the areas is defined by circles of different radius 

from the location of the interest point. 

To determine the value of C we have performed 10 fold cross validation over the training dataset. 

Threshold 1 was set by the average value of the blue areas

value of the red areas. We decided t

would like to maximize the results for the location of the interest point and 

minimizing the far points (e.g. like a Gaussian centered on the interest point).
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could be expressed as follows: 

of the first equation represent the neighbor area to the interest point, the blue 

points indicate the surroundings of the neighbor area, and the red points indicate the surroundings of 

As it can be observed, each one of the areas is defined by circles of different radius 

from the location of the interest point.  

To determine the value of C we have performed 10 fold cross validation over the training dataset. 

the average value of the blue areas, while threshold 2 was set 

We decided the second threshold to be more constrained because

the results for the location of the interest point and its surroundings, while 

minimizing the far points (e.g. like a Gaussian centered on the interest point). 
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to the interest point, the blue 

ndicate the surroundings of 

As it can be observed, each one of the areas is defined by circles of different radius 

To determine the value of C we have performed 10 fold cross validation over the training dataset. 

was set by the minimum 

constrained because, ideally, we 

its surroundings, while 
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4. Experiments and 

To perform the experiments we have used three databases, each one with frontal faces and their 

respective locations for the eye-corner.

1. The first database (with 2507 images) ha

In order to represent the features of the images, we used the grey scale values. 

clustering we used K=100, which number was decided by ana

for different K values. For reducing the dimensionality of the images, w

components obtained with PCA (99% of the image energy

number of samples associated to ea

 

As it was shown in the section 2 (Finding the basis), the basis were defined by averaging the 

images of each one of the clusters. Some examples of basis are shown below:

2. The second database (with 1653 images) has been used to obtain the 

As mentioned earlier, for the matching function we used the correlation without normaliz

and for the value of the C parameter 

define the boundaries between

constraints were established
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Experiments and Results 

To perform the experiments we have used three databases, each one with frontal faces and their 

corner. 

The first database (with 2507 images) has been used to estimate the basis of the final template.

In order to represent the features of the images, we used the grey scale values. 

which number was decided by analysis and observation of the results 

For reducing the dimensionality of the images, we used 88 of the principal 

components obtained with PCA (99% of the image energy). The following graph shows the 

number of samples associated to each one of the 100 clusters: 

 

 

As it was shown in the section 2 (Finding the basis), the basis were defined by averaging the 

images of each one of the clusters. Some examples of basis are shown below: 

The second database (with 1653 images) has been used to obtain the coefficients

for the matching function we used the correlation without normaliz

C parameter we performed 10 fold cross validation

define the boundaries between the different areas, where the objective function and the 

established, is shown below: 
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To perform the experiments we have used three databases, each one with frontal faces and their 

s of the final template.  

In order to represent the features of the images, we used the grey scale values. For the 

lysis and observation of the results 

e used 88 of the principal 

The following graph shows the 

As it was shown in the section 2 (Finding the basis), the basis were defined by averaging the 

 

 

coefficients of each base.  

for the matching function we used the correlation without normalization 

idation. The criterion to 

ere the objective function and the 
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The two thresholds were defined 

The following image shows the 

3. The third database (with 200 images

of the system, we defined 

truth of the eye-corner. 

The following plot shows a 

As it can be seen, the average distances between predictions (red points) and ground truth (green 

points) is 6.38 pixels. Nevertheless the median d

occlusion problems with glasses and hair 

order to address this problem additional image features 
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were defined from the values of these areas. 

The following image shows the final learned template: 

 

with 200 images) was used as a testing set. In order to analyze the accuracy 

of the system, we defined the error as the distance between the prediction and the ground 

shows a histogram with the error for the testing set. 

distances between predictions (red points) and ground truth (green 

6.38 pixels. Nevertheless the median distance is 3.02 pixels. Unfortunately, we have some 

glasses and hair which damage the average performance of the 

additional image features could be extracted. 
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analyze the accuracy 

as the distance between the prediction and the ground 

 

distances between predictions (red points) and ground truth (green 

. Unfortunately, we have some 

performance of the system. In 
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5. Conclusions and future work 

 

This project proposes a system to identify facial features by using template matching. The contribution 

to this well-known system, is the automatic learning of the template used. To do so, we have 

decomposed the template on a series of bases and coefficients. In order to estimate the basis, we have 

proposed to use standard methods such as PCA and K-means, whose combination allows finding a set of 

bases that represent the interest point. In order to determine the coefficients, we have proposed to 

optimize an objective function which goal is to obtain a global maximum at the location of the interest 

point. More specifically, we have established the mathematical formulation of the problem and we have 

seen that it can be solved through linear programming. Specifically, we have used Simplex Methods. 

The results, though not perfect, prove that the learned template represents the underlying structure of 

the interest point. Although throughout the project we have used the same example of eye-corner 

detection, the algorithm can be adapted to any type of facial descriptor and even any other objects, the 

only constraint is that the interest point/object do not present much variability between images (e.g. 

same position, same color) so that it can easily be represented with the basis of the template. Another 

advantage of the system is that, after the training phase, it can be used in real time [14] because it is 

only required to perform one template matching with the learned template. 

There are different parts of the algorithm that could be optimized or modified for each type of interest 

point we could detect. On the one hand, we can change the type of extracted features from the image 

(throughout the examples we have used the raw grey scale values) such as texture, color or shape that 

could be more representative of the interest point [1, 3, 9, 15]. On the other hand, we can choose other 

matching functions that are better suited to the characteristics (e.g. range of values, variance) of the 

extracted features. Finally, there are also a large number of different methods for obtaining the basis for 

the template such as PCA. The design and selection of each and every one of the parameters provides a 

large amount of degrees of freedom that can be successfully adapted to a large variety of problems. 

In conclusion, the proposed system has proved to work with acceptable performance for an important 

facial feature such as the eye-corner. To do so, the project has explored some of the most commonly 

used mathematical concepts in the fields of Machine Learning and Computer Vision (e.g. optimization 

with linear programming). In addition, due to the simple design and characteristics of the system, the 

same methods and techniques could be exported to many other important areas such as feature 

selection for classification, where the objective function would be to maximize the distance between 

features of different classes.  
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